Computational modeling of flow and gas exchange in models of the human maxillary sinus.
The present study uses numerical modeling to increase the understanding of sinus gas exchange, which is thought to be a factor in sinus disease. Order-of-magnitude estimates and computational fluid dynamics simulations were used to investigate convective and diffusive transport between the nose and the sinus in a range of simplified geometries. The interaction between mucociliary transport and gas exchange was modeled and found to be negligible. Diffusion was the dominant transport mechanism for small ostia and large concentration differences between the sinus and the nose, whereas convection was important for larger ostia or smaller concentration differences. The presence of one or more accessory ostia can increase the sinus ventilation rate by several orders of magnitude, because it allows a net flow through the sinus. Estimates of nitric oxide (NO) transport through the ostium based on measured sinus and nasal NO concentrations suggest that the sinuses cannot supply all the NO in nasally exhaled air.